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Abstract— This paper analyses research and commercial 

developments in thread scheduling for multiprocessor 

operating system. The paper initial discusses concepts of 

thread scheduling and examines common issues in thread 

scheduling. It then identifies thread scheduling alternatives 

from the aspects of resource utilization, thread priority, 

Operating System effects, and interrupts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Threads are the entities scheduled for execution on the 

Central Processing Unit. A threads are a flow of execution 

through the process, with its own program counter, system 

registers and stack. A thread is additionally known as a 

light-weight weight process. Threads offer some way to 

enhance application performance through parallel 

processing. Threads represent a software package approach 

to up performance of OS by reducing the overhead thread is 

comparable to a classical process. 

Each thread belongs to precisely one process and 

no thread will exist outside a process. Every thread 

represents a separate flow of control. Following figure 

shows how the single and multithreaded processes work 

[1]. 

 
Fig 1 : Working of Multithreaded Multiprocessor System 

There are two ways to implement threads as shown below 

A. User Level Threads  

User Level Threads are managed by Users. 

B. Kernel Level Threads  

Kernel Level Threads are managed by Operating System. 

These threads are acting on kernel, an operating system 

core. 

II. COMMON ISSUES IN THREAD SCHEDULING 

As multithreading multiprocessors become pervasive in 

client and industrial settings, a number of issues are self-

addressed recently within the literature that weren't 

problematic for uniprocessors. Some issues of particular 

importance are controlling the priority of a thread at the 

hardware level, whereas classic threads were solely 

manageable at the OS programing level. 

Scheduling normally for mutliprocessors becomes 

problematic as a result of the list scheduling approach 

doesn't work any longer within the task to processor 

assignment. Resource utilization was expected to be a very 

important metric, however it doesn't appear to specific truth 

behavior of the multithreading multiprocessor. Instead we 

discover that speeding and task output are higher metrics for 

this application area. [7]. 

III. THREAD MANAGEMENT 

Interprocess communication (IPC), specifically IPC destined 

towards native communication (between address areas on a 

similar machine), has become central to the design of latest 

operating systems. IPC has historically been the 

responsibility of the kernel, however kernel-based IPC has 

two inherent issues. 

1) Its performance is architecturally restricted by the 

price of invoking the kernel and reallocating a 

processor from one address house to a different.  

2) Second, applications that require cheap threads and 

should offer their own thread management 

encounters practical and performance issues 

stemming from the interaction between kernel level 

communication and user-level thread management. 

On a shared memory multiprocessor, these 

issues is solved by moving the communication facilities out 

of the kernel and supporting them at the user level inside 

every address space. Communication performance is 

improved since kernel invocation and processor 

reallocation is avoided once communication between 

address areas on an equivalent machine takes places. 
These observations driven User-Level Remote 

Procedure call (URPC). URPC combines a quick cross-

address space communication protocol using shared 

memory with light-weight threads managed at the user level, 

This structure permits the kernel to be bypassed throughout 

cross-address space  communication. 

User-Level Remote Procedure call (URPC) 

provides safe and economical communication between 

address spaces on an equivalent machine while not kernel 

mediation. URPC isolates from each other the three 

elements of interprocess communication: processor 

reallocation, thread management, and information transfer. 

Thread management and interprocess communication are 

done by application-level libraries, instead of by the kernel 

[2]. 

Thread management is enforced entirely at the user 

level and is integrated with the user-level machinery that 

manages the message channels. A user-level thread sends a 

message to a different address space by directly enqueuing 

the message on the outgoing link of the acceptable channel. 

No kernel calls are necessary to send a call or reply 
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message. Though a cross-address space procedure call is 

synchronous from the attitude of the coder, it's 

asynchronous at and at a lower place the extent of thread 

management. once a thread in a very client invokes a 

procedure in a very server, it blocks awaiting the reply 

signifying the procedure’s return; whereas blocked, its 

processor will run another ready thread within the same 

address space. LRPC the blocked thread and therefore the 

ready thread were extremely the same; the thread simply 

crosses associate degree address space boundary. In 

distinction, URPC continually tries to schedule another 

thread from an equivalent address space on the client 

thread’s processor. this can be a scheduling operation that 

may be handled entirely by the user-level thread 

management system. once the reply arrives, the blocked 

client thread may be rescheduled on any of the processors 

allotted to the client’s address space, once more while not 

kernel intervention. 

Similarly, execution of the call on the server side 

may be done by a processor already executing within the 

context of the server’s address space, and want not occur 

synchronously with the call. By preferentially scheduling 

threads inside a similar address space, URPC takes 

advantage of the very fact that there's considerably less 

overhead involved in switch a processor to a different thread 

within the same address space than in reallocating it to a 

thread in another address space. 

Processor reallocation needs dynamical the 

mapping registers that outline the virtual address space 

context within which a processor is executing. On typical 

processor architectures, these mapping registers are 

protected and maysolely be accessed in privileged kernel 

mode. many elements contribute to the high overhead of 

processor reallocation. There are scheduling costs to make a 

decision the address space to that a processor ought to be 

reallocated; immediate prices to update the virtual memory 

mapping registers and to transfer the processor between 

addressspaces; and long-term prices because of the 

diminished performance of the cache and translation 

lookaside buffer (TLB) that happens whefi locality shifts 

from one address space to a different [3].  

Although there's a long-term cost related to context  

switch inside a similar address space, that cost is a smaller 

amount than once processors are oftentimes  reallocated 

between address spaces [4].To demonstrate the relative 

overhead  concerned in switch  contexts between two 

threads  within the same address space versus reallocating 

processors between address spaces, the idea of a negligible 

latency same-address space context switch was introduced. 

On the C-VAX, the negligible latency same-address space 

context switch needs saving then restoring the machine’s 

general-purpose registers, and takes about fifteen psecs. In 

distinction, reallocating the processor from one address 

space to a different on the C-VAX takes about fifty five 

psecs while not as well as the long-term price. Due to the 

price distinction between context switch and processor 

reallocation, URPC strives to avoid processor reallocation, 

instead context switch whenever possible. Processor 

reallocation is usually necessary with URPC, though. If a 

client invokes a procedure in server that has an too little 

variety of processors to handle the call , the client’s 

processors might idle for a few time awaiting the reply. This 

is often a load-balancing drawback. URPC considers 

associate address space with unfinished incoming messages 

on its channel to be “underpowered.” associate idle 

processor within the client address space will balance the 

load by reallocating itself to a server that has unprocessed 

messages from that client. Processor reallocation needs that 

the kernel be invoked to alter the processor’s virtual 

memory context thereto of the underpowered address space. 

That done, the kernel up calls into a server routine that 

handles the client’s outstanding requests. Once these are 

processed, the processor is came to the client address space 

via the kernel. The responsibility for detection incoming 

messages and scheduling threads to handle them belongs to 

special, low-priority threads that are a part of a URPC 

runtime library joined into every address space. Processors 

scan for incoming messages only they might rather be idle. 

IV. ALTERNATIVES OF THREAD SCHEDULING 

In the following subsections, we tend to outline three 

various thread management ways, and describe a number of 

the potential benefits and drawbacks of every approach [1]. 

A. Single Lock: 

Central information structures protected by one lock the 

foremost obvious approach to thread management is to 

shield all information structures underneath one lock. Once 

the lock is no inheritable by a processor, the processor is 

assured that it will modify any stored state. To perform a 

thread operation, a processor should initial acquire the lock, 

then do what's required to the shared information, and at last 

release the lock once done.  During this approach, solely one 

lock is required per thread operation, but, since most of the 

thread management path is serialized, turnout is restricted. 

within the typical theme, idle processors loop checking the 

ready queue for work to try and do, inflicting useless 

competition for the ready queue lock; but, this may be 

avoided if idle processors make sure the ready queue isn't 

empty before acquiring the lock. 

B. Multiple Locks: 

Central data structures shielded by separate locks A 

somewhat a lot of standard approach to lockup is to 

individually protect every data structure with its own lock. 

Every operation on the data structure will then been circled 

by a lock acquisition and unharness. For thread 

management, this involves one by one lockup every enqueue 

and dequeue operation on the ready queue, stack list, and 

control block list, the three shared data structures. There’s a 

basic exchange between latency and output within the 

selection between employing a single lock or multiple locks 

in protective shared data structures . Since less of the overall 

thread activity is in a very crucial section, and since it's split 

among many locks, the utmost rate of thread creation is 

higher with multiple locks than with one lock. There’s a cost 

to the present raised output, however: mom lock accesses  

are  required, increasing latency. 

C. Idle Queue: 

A central queue of idle processors none of the algorithms 

represented up to now exploit parallelism in thread creation. 

The making processor allocates and initializes the control 

block; once it's done, the beginning processor allocates and 
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initializes the stack. The price of thread creation may well 

be reduced if a number of the work was done by idle 

processors in parallel with the making processor. 

Additionally to a central queue of threads, we are able to 

maintain a central queue of idle processors. Once there's a 

backlog of ready threads, there's no purpose to trying  

parallel thread creation since all processors are already 

doing helpful  work. Once a processor becomes idle and 

there's no backlog, it pre-allocates a control block and stack, 

puts itself on the idle queue, and spins on a local flag 

looking ahead to work. Thread creation hen dequeues the 

idle processor, initializes the reallocated control block and 

stack, and sets that processor’s flag, indicating that it 

currently encompasses a thread that's able to run. Rather 

than processors looking for work, work searches for 

processors. 

In fact, this approach doesn't alter the basically 

successive nature of thread creation. The idle processor 

should initial queue itself before the making processor will 

dequeue it, that successively should set the flag before the 

idle processor will begin running the thread. The crucial 

path between the start of thread creation and once the thread 

starts running is reduced by performing some of the work 

before the crucial path begins. Since this adds complexness, 

and there's no profit within the absence of idle processors, 

the result is to trade off reduced latency once there are idle 

processors for raised latency once all processors are busy. 

Most output ought to be unchanged since two secured queue 

operations are still required per thread life cycle. 

V. SUMMARY 

This article has examined some common problems and 

alternatives of thread management techniques. We tend to 

believe that URPC represents the suitable division of 

responsibility for the OS kernels of shared memory 

multiprocessors. Whereas it's an easy task to port a 

uniprocessor OS to a multiprocessor by adding kernel 

support for threads and synchronization, it's another factor 

entirely to style  facilities for a multiprocessor that may 

change programmers to completely exploit the process 

power of the machine. Economical thread management is 

important to achieving better performance from parallel 

applications. We’ve got studied the performance 

implications of many thread management and lockup 

alternatives. 
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